NOTES:
1. CJC0-CJCN are Cold Junction Compensation Sensors. Disable by removing J0-Jn when using models 8838, 8845.
2. Resistors R0-Rn are socketed locations for customer use. Not required for standard BB models.
3. Fuse F1: 1 Amp for 8BP02
   2Amp for 8BP04
   4 Amp for 8BP08
   7 Amp for 8BP16
4. Fuse F2: 0.5 Amp for 8BP02
   0.5 Amp for 8BP04
   1 Amp for 8BP08
   2Amp for 8BP16
5. “SCOMMAND-15” are “COM” Sense Lines used for I/O Only. “COM” is a Bus Line used for Power Supply Return.
6. P1 not present on 8BP02